Edward C
mid Automation QA Engineer – ProtractorJS and
JavaScript
Cluj Napoca, Romania | contact phone: +4 0728 787 372 | email: ed@thisqa.com

About me, short introduction:

I am an automation QA Testing Engineer, with an amazing passion for
JavaScript and always looking for new ways to improve my skills and my
knowledge.
- 2+ years experience with automated testing using ProtractorJS, Selenium WebDriver,
Appium, headless testing and various JavaScript automation tools for web apps.
- I speak JavaScript, love testing and passionately believe in maximum automated QA, Agile
development, and delivering features early and as often as possible.
- Extremely self-driven, hard working with extensive QA testing knowledge, and always looking
to challenge and be challenged to do and get better at what I do.

Education


Technical University Of Cluj Napoca, never graduated due personal reasons



2014, Azimut Vision, earned Front-End development certificate



2014, Internship Ulma Packaging SRL



2015, Transilvania, PHP Internship



2015, FreeCodeCamp, JavaScript challenges



2017, Attended, and completed various JavaScript development online courses

Experience
05.2015 – Present

ProtractorJS Automation QA Tester | Cluj Napoca | Transilvania
Responsibilities:
- QA Automation Testing (ProtractorJS + JavaScript)
- TDD QA Automation (Test Driven Development)
- BDD QA Automation (Behaviour Driven Development)
- Writing test cases, functional test cases
- Writing and performing manual test cases, checking results between multiple systems.
-Customer Support Analyst

01.2017 – Present

Automation QA Tester |remote | freelance
https://thisQA.com
I am very comfortable using JavaScript as main programming language for developing automated
test cases.
Experience using Express JS, MongoDB, MySQL, JavaScript, Protractor, webdriver.IO,
grunt/gulp.
I am open to use or learn any JavaScript testing framework.
04.2015 – 01.2017

Front-End Developer | remote | freelance
Attributes:

- HTML, CSS, MySQL, Bootstrap, jQuery, PHP(a bit), Angular(a bit)
- Laravel(a bit).
- Git,Bitbucket, Jira, Trello.
Photoshop, LightRoom, SEO.
http://front-enddeveloper.com
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04.2015 – 05.2015

Search Engine Optimization - SEO Analyst | Cluj Napoca | seonid.srl
Attributes:
- Competitor Analysis.
- Keyword Research
- Content Management (videos and text)

2012 – 2015

Search Engine Optimization - SEO Marketing Specialization | freelance | remote
www.TheBestMedia.com/, Ontario (Canada)
-Multiple Projects coordinator
- Content Creation
-A\B Testing
-Working with MS Office and Visio suite
-Working with Camtasia Video software editing
-Working with Photoshop
-Working with Solid Works, CAD software
-Customer Support
-Live Customer Support
-Help Desk Junior
-Hardware/Software debugging
-Creative Writing

2014

3D design | internship| Cluj Napoca
-Working with Solid Edge
-Working with Solid Works
-Working with Auto CAD
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Personal Skills
Languages:
English, Romanian – native
French, - beginner

Communication Skills:
Through Red Cross I managed to interact with people that had medical issues and because of
this people were seeking comfort and we worked together to bend understand and solve their
medical problems. Very good communication skills, experience gained through customer support
and volunteering as part of my job I worked with people around the world. That implies that they
had different needs and I had to understand and accomplish those needs.

Organizational / managerial skills:
- managed teams up to 12 people trough various freelance gigs.
-managed and organized “Ubuntu Global Jam, 2013 edition)

Job Related Skills:
- I can manage deadlines perfectly, stressful conditions don't affect me.
- Working on multiple projects simultaneously. For example, having a job and volunteering in the
same period of time was easy to accomplish for me.
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